
MANAGING FOR RESULTS

The following are brief "reminder" notes accompanying the first part of the
"Managing For Results" presentation.

1. What "Desired Results"?
a. Desired levels of revenue ("the top line") and profitability ("the bottom

line").
b. Internal operating effectiveness which produces and sustains desired levels

of revenue and profit.
c. Organization culture which manifests desired values and sustains

operating effectiveness.

2. Why use goal-setting and feedback technology?
a. Because, as humans beings, we are basically goal achieving and problem

solving entities. This is a given. This is the nature of our mind-brain-
body organism. The mind provides "images" that the brain and central
nervous system manifest or "make real" through the actions of the body.
The only question is what images we will focus upon and make real.
Energy follows focus.

b. Since our mind-images create the focus for our psychic, emotional and
physical energies, the most important entry point in this system for
managerial effectiveness is in the creation of the mind images ...goals!
Energy follows focus.

c. A goal, the object of our action, is the most basic definition of
"motivation." Motive power is created by the desire to achieve a goal.
Goals are the single most effective and compelling "motivators" over
time. Energy follows focus.

d. People have natural, "motivational" desires for achievement, recognition,
responsibility, challenging work, growth and development. These
motivational desires will play out in the work setting regardless of
managerial intervention. Effective management helps people focus on (set
goals.for) those results that most help the organization instead of leaving
to chance the individual's selection of goals. Energy follows focus.
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e. All people at all levels in all organizations want to know what is expected
of them and how well they are doing. They want clear performance
expectations and useful performance feedback. They want this
information regularly and from their immediate "boss."

Most people are reactive and activity oriented. Matters of urgency get
more attention than matters of real importance. Effective goals focus
people on producing results rather than doing activities.

People don't like to be "controlled" but some managerial control is
necessary for organizational success. Use goals as "controls". This
approach fosters more commitment as well as more creativity as it uses
intrinsic vs. extrinsic energies.

Goals allow us to manage complex organizations or projects by having
independently, simultaneously produced parts integrated into effective
"wholes" at a future time and different place.

Goals foster clear lines of accountability for use in "tracking". They are
the most important basis for performance reviews, reward systems, and,
if necessary, adverse personnel actions.

People will not, they cannot, exercise initiative or creativity unless they
experience personal power. This comes from a sense of choice, control
and creation of their future. Such an experience is greatly enhanced when
people participate directly and meaningfully in creating their own
performance objectives and operating parameters.

People generally have difficulty focusing their attention at will. We
operate on "automatic pilot" most of the time and fail to recognize
opportunities to use what we have learned, or achieve goals we have set
for ourselves.

f.

g.

h.

k.

Once people have energy to use ("personal power") they must have focus
because energy follows focus.

Goals, visually and/or verbally reviewed on a regular basis, are among
the most helpful "triggers," reminders, or focusing devices. These can be
employed by individuals, teams, or organizations.
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3. Techniques for helping individuals more effectively produce results:
a. When deciding on a result to be produced or when assuming

accountability for a result, always ask "Why do we want this?". Ask this
question until there are no more answers. The fmal answer is the actual
"result" or end state condition desired. The intervening answers are
"activities" ... possible contributing or intermediary results that, by
themselves, usually do not achieve the desired end result.

b. Use the S.M.A.R.T., statement of goals and objectives (Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Results-Oriented and Time-Bounded). The
sharper the mind's eye focus, the higher the probability of success.

Whenever possible state objectives in the positive ...what you want. ..not
what you don't want.

Developing and writing effective goals is difficult but necessary work.
The quality of achievement effort will mirror the quality of the goal itself.
Effective written goals focus people on producing results instead of doing
activities. Effective goals are S.M.A.R.T.

c. Never allow "trying." People cannot truly set out to "try" and achieve a
result. They either set out to achieve it ("I will. ..") or to justify not
achieving it at the start ("I'll try my best.. .. "). Always get a commitment
to achieve...not t<?"try" .

d. Put agreed upon objectives in written form at the start of performance
review periods. Have the person producing the results write the
objectives (take the initiative) and negotiate to mutual satisfaction. Keep
this process simple and flexible. Objectives can be changed whenever
there is mutual agreement to do so. Provide feedback regularly (at least 3
times a year; Quarterly is "ideal").
Remember that management is a communication process ...not an
administration process. Ensure that people know what is expected of them
and how well they are doing.

e. Focus on mutually agreed upon results in remedial or professional
development change efforts. Remember that such "gap reduction" efforts
deal with their issues; have them take the initiative for planning the
change.

f. Consider having the person whose performance is being reviewed take the
initiative in the review meeting.
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4. Techniques for helping teams more effectively produce results:
a. Manage the process. Regularly note the differences between "content"

and "process" within your team. "Content" is the result you wish to
produce or achieve; the "what" you want to get done. "Process" is the
way the team interacts or does its business; the "how" it gets things done.
Leadership and management are almost pure "process" in that they focus
on "how" things get done. To be effective in achieving results you must
be effective at managing process.

b. Remember that the difference between a "group" and a "team" is that a
team of people (two or more) have a common purpose and common goals.
As a team leader, ensure that the team periodically reviews its purpose
and goals. Ensure that there is shared understanding and commitment.
This is a key element of "managing the process".

c. Ensure that all change efforts start with a specific goal or result to be
achieved and that these goals support the larger organization.

d. We are all basically "game players." Games consist of: 1) a goal; 2)
rules; 3) score keeping. Tremendous amounts of goal-directed motivation
are engendered in helping people clarify their goals, clarify the rules of
the game, and keeping score! "Games" help people function more
effectively as teams and achieve results instead of activities.

e. Meetings are important! They are the forums for most team work and
critical to the success of teams.
In all team meetings, use a results-oriented agenda which specifies the
specific result(s) to be achieved for each agenda item and the preparation
required where appropriate.
Use the Action Plan format to record results of meetings noting future
team results to be achieved, the person(s) responsible, the date the results
are due, and any guidance on "how" if necessary.
Regularly review, as a team, the effectiveness and satisfaction being
produced in your meetings. Keep changing behaviors until your standards
are met.

f. Regularly review progress, as a team, on team goals and action plans.
FOllow-through is the key element of successful implementation.
Review commitments and performance in the forum they were agreed
upon. Individual team members are accountable to the team for individual
objectives promised to the team and reviews should be conducted in that
public forum.
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